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Folie „operators of wastewater disposal utilities in the world

(inhabitats connected)“



Comprehensive Water Resources 
Management in the Ruhr River Basin







Some features of wastewater treatment

* vital to human life and health and the environment

* monopolistic by nature (local ties)

* no real 100 % deregulation possible

* Prerequisites for success: - know-how
- financial resources



Different modules of a complete wastewater treatment

* financing of the erection of the plant

* planning and design of the treatment process

* erection of the plant

* operation

* fixing of the fee

* collection of the fee

- theoretically all modules (besides fixing of the fee) can be handled
by private or public institutions;

- there are many different forms how to mix public and private 
responsibilities (6 moduls: 64 constellations!)



Possibilities to influence the yearly costs of sewage treatment



Range of solutions

all public                      mixed forms                     all private



Often quoted advantages of private over public wastewater treatment

*  lower costs due to:

- competition

- synergisms (larger entities, redundance of cases, level 
and transfer of knowledge)

- better work ethics of private employees

- less direct influence form political sides on the mode of solutions 
and organisation

*  „private capital“ instead of public

*  transparency of subsidisation



Often quoted advantages of public over private wastewater treatment

* lower costs due to

- non profit

- no temptation from monopolistic business

* easier to match with political decisions concerning city planning etc.
(more adjustable to later changes without new bargaining of contracts)

* greater willingness to achieve environmental goals
(often in opposite to profit)



Some objective differences between 
public and private entities

* private entitites have to focus on 

- profit

- contract period

* different access to tender modes

* different ways (possibilities) to aquire manpower



Range of solutions

all public                      mixed forms                     all private



Public completion of tasks
- recommendations to public side -

ensure: prevent:

* cost awareness * nepotism

* efficiency * corruption

* quality of * abuse of money
- management
- staff

* appropriate tender modes





Private completion of task
- recommendations to public side -

ensure: prevent:

* low fees * unjustified profits

* equal footing * subsequent changes of 
contracts

* wise contracts
* bribery and corruption

* clear interfaces





Criteria for „Make-or-buy-decisions“

* identification of fundamentals, basic elements and interfaces

* quality targets, safety, reliability

* specific pros and cons, conditions, criteria

* medium- and long-term structural effects

* additional costs

* affecting changes on the market

* situation under possibly changing conditions





Conclusions (I)

* the issue „public or private“ is not off-limits (a tabu)

* many different forms of PPP

* no general superiority of any specific form

* today about 80 % in public hands



Conclusions (II)

* the customer pays in all cases (if no subsidy)

* If private:

- equal footing
- clear, wise contracts
- clear interfaces
- maintaining skills to prevent to be at the mercy of 

somebody else
- tight control of economical behaviour and 

environmental standards


